Print Screen Functionality

May 17, 2021 - On February 8, 2021, we posted the print screen functionality change information on this page (Customer Service page). The purpose of reposting this communication is to ensure you are aware of these changes to the print screen functionality in our software.

As noted previously, MEDITECH took steps to ensure users are unable to invoke a print screen from within MEDITECH applications only in the Expanse, 6.15, 6.0, MPM 6.08, Client/Server 5.67, MAGIC, and Home Care 2.7 and 2.8 platforms. These changes will support the accuracy of audit logs as well as align with HIMSS Stage 7 efforts toward a paperless environment. This information is also included in knowledge base (KB) article 68267.

Where this may impact your current workflows or processes, we want to ensure this change is communicated via as many avenues as possible, including Release Documentation. Code changes were completed in Q1 2021, and these changes will be received in your next update.

Note: This information is based on what we know today and is subject to change.